
DAILY ASSAM 

T (forehead) , a OI F RIeR 

T (Idiomatic uses of Nominal Compounds Roots) 

() Ac fACN RN (ldiomatic uses of Nouns) 

() PRT 7 RC ys A (Idiomatic uses of verbs) 

() RC TS BT REN RR (Idiomatic 

uses of Verbs with particular Nouns) 

(8) Ro 7RCR T KRA (Idiomatic uses of 

Adjectives) 
)Ar AT84 RrT TE TRN (Idiomatic uses 

of miscelleneous Words or Phrases) 

1 (Nominal Compound Roots) 
AR (to ignore) 
8 I RA (to feed) (*NN CRAT) 

C (to enjoy) TCAT -



TT (to stand off) 

p1 1 (to deafen) 

(to prevail dead silence) 

(to big aims or prasad) 

(to confront by imputing ungrateful-
ness) 

8 ON (to make haste) 

: Ez (to fit into coincide) 

(to patch by thatching) 

(to take shape) 
8-51 (to feel rough and 

uneven) CiI RIG 94-51N Qi stAI 
(to claim with pride) 

e g (to call by shouting) 
RT HoA T a (to put into the 

mouth by. handful) 
5} (to contract the eyes with 

anger) 
8 bIReF Te (to encircle) 
5R (to be astonished) 
TTI to await opportu-

nity) 
I TO iRPA 7 (to dazzle) 

C 

851ATE BA (to keep sign in counting 
TOTCE A DA (to pull upwards) 71 

3 C he R (to lose the last 
hope) 



HUH 1 (to suspect) 9 (to throng, to assemble) 91-71 , 7 t (to test) 
B9oa G (to shout out) 

TDA A (to grow luxuriant) 
3a (to stiffen) 
ots f (to make sign) 
:1it 7 (to show 

sulkiness) 
s (boast) 

T (to jump up) 
TRA a7 (to settle down) 

S (to get frightend) 
.: , TH (to bolt) 

Coitaia , (a AI (to give birth to 
HIR 

young as a cow) 

T (to have a look at) 
(to give föod or diet) 

T R (to find the. way) 
99NZ (to stand off, to move a side) 

R GKT (be pressed) 
(to play a trick) 

>I T (to adjust the balance) 

I arocaio * (to contest) 
AA rt (to show oneself with 

pride of vanity) 

8RRP (to boast) 
RTT R (to be rejected as worthless) 

w (to bet) 

8 R DRTatA AT tN Z (to die, and all 

leaving the homestead deserted) 

8R Ne (to become great) 

51-5o 51 (to watch one's movement) 



8soFoT Z (to make a precedent) 

7- 7N T R (to show 

sulkiness) 

51914 R151- (to swalloW spittle) 
81 (to punish) 

eR A AE F11 CI (to engaged 

with interest and pride) 

CHF (be fleshy but soft and lovely 

(female breasts) 

8 R , FTR TDUS RT (to fall1 
suddenly in the front) 

A T (to try the best or to 

try one's utmost)D 

SI (forehead) 

I 14 ( 4 Ear) 

:AT, ArF 
HTAICRIS , ¥ 



(> H Shoulder) 
P ) TH 

81 

. 
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T (Raw mate-
rials) 
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